Automatic recognition of ocean eddies has become one of the hotspots in the field of physical oceanography. Traditional methods based on either physical parameters or geometry features require manual parameter adjustment, and cannot adapt to the dynamic changes of ocean eddies caused by complicated ocean environments. To address these issues, we propose a new eddy recognition method in SAR images with adaptive weighted multi-feature fusion. Specially, to better characterize eddies, we first extract texture, shape and corner features using global Gray Level Co-occurrence Matrix (GLCM), detailed Fourier Descriptor (FD) and local salient Harris features respectively. Secondly, considering the different importance of features for eddy recognition, we propose an adaptive weighted feature fusion method with multiple kernel learning (MKL). Here, a combined kernel is derived to fuse three selected kernels for the three types of features with the weights trained by MKL. Finally, we design a SVM classifier with the combined kernel to realize the eddy recognition. The experimental results show that: 1) our proposed method can reach 93.42% of eddy recognition accuracy, which is much higher than the methods with only one single feature; 2) adaptive weighted fusion plays an important role in improving the accuracy. Our proposed method with MKL gains a 8.36% accuracy increase than the method without MKL. Through adaptive weighted fusion, our method avoids the manual parameter adjustment and is more robust and general. Experimental results have proven that our method is effective and applicable to recognize eddies.
I. INTRODUCTION
Automatic recognition of ocean eddies is the critical basis for studying eddies' evolution mechanism and analyzing their impact on ocean ecology and biology [1] . Ocean eddies are widely distributed in the world's oceans and marginal seas. They maintain high-speed rotation and horizontal motion for several days to hundreds of days in an irregular threedimensional spiral structure. And they also have wide spatial scales ranging from several kilometers to hundreds of kilometers. Because of these characteristics, ocean eddies can transport many different physical quantities such as carbon, salt, heart, etc. This transport movement will drive local upwelling or downwelling, regulating the weather and mixing the ocean [2] . For example, the central seawater of a cyclonic The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Hongbin Chen . eddy (rotating counterclockwise in the northern hemisphere) moves from bottom to top, which results in lowering the sea surface, bringing the lower cold water to the warmer water in the upper layer, and also delivering nutrients. Due to this movement, ocean eddies carry 90% of global kinetic energy. This could help us to better understand the process involved in eddy generation, evolution and decaying, and their effects on the ocean dynamic process, ecosystem change and global climate change [3] , [4] . Given the wide distribution of ocean eddies, eddy analysis based on manual visual recognition is practically impossible. This manual recognition method is influenced by experts' subjective judgments, and what's worse, it has great uncertainty in the result of eddy recognition due to subjective difference. Thus, automatic recognition of ocean eddies has important scientific significance and has become one of the research hotspots in the physical ocean field. VOLUME 7, 2019 This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 License. For more information, see http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/
Recently, a large number of studies on ocean eddy automatic recognition have emerged [4] - [10] . In spite of the fact that automatic eddy recognition methods have achieved certain research results, there are still obvious shortcomings. Ocean eddies change dramatically in the morphological structure and motion state with changing ocean environment: 1) the shape of eddies in different regions will not be the same; 2) the scale of eddies will be also different from the generation to the disappearance process; 3) patterns reflected by eddies will change at different wind speeds [11] . It can be seen that under different ocean conditions, it is difficult to determine a uniform threshold, and the methods which setting thresholds based on expertise are subjective and uncertain. Worse still, these expertise-based threshold methods often lead to omission, misjudgment and lack generality. For geometric-based methods, some irregular ocean eddies are not well recognized. To get rid of the limit set by the uniform threshold, we attempt to use ML-based method to automatic recognize eddies. It's worth mentioning that, some methods based on ML have been applied successfully for synthetic aperture radar (SAR) images [12] , [13] . Nowadays, highresolution SAR images are not affected by weather and illumination, providing an irreplaceable data source for the study of ocean eddies. Extracting only one single feature cannot enough to recognize eddies accurately. Besides, the changing ocean environment result in multi-angle, multi-scale, multidirectional characteristics of ocean eddies. To better describe the features of eddies, we attempt to fuse multiple features to automatic recognize ocean eddies. However, the major problem what we need to solve is which features we should choose and how to effectively fuse multiple features.
In order to solve the above problems, we propose a method of ocean eddy recognition in SAR images based on multifeature fusion by adaptive weighted fusing of global and local information. Under SAR satellites, ocean eddies present bright or dark stripes with irregular spiral structure due to eddies' motion process [11] , [14] , [15] . From the global imaging characteristics of eddies, bright or dark stripes of eddies can be seen as texture changes, and the spiral structures of eddies can be extracted as shape features. At the same time, corner features, as local salient features, are also taken into account to extract key points such as the starting point and turning point of eddies. Thus, we propose a method of ocean eddy recognition based on fusion features of texture, shape and corner. To further better measure the importance between features, we introduce multiple kernel learning (MKL). The simple serial fusion method ignores the differences between features [16] . In fact, different features have different discriminating capabilities for ocean eddies. Given the high dimensionality and uneven distribution the extracted features have, kernel-based methods have attracted great attention in remote sensing (RS) image recognition due to their capability to effectively solve complex linear or non-linear recognition problems [17] - [20] . Although their work does not take into account the characteristics between kernels, they motivate our research to some extent.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we review some related work. In Section III, we describe the proposed method of automatic ocean eddy recognition. In particular, we give more details about how to fuse multiple features based on MKL. Section IV presents and discusses the experimental results. The conclusion and some lines of the future work are given in Section V.
II. RELATED WORK A. OCEAN EDDY AUTOMATIC RECOGNITION METHODS
In the literature, the existing eddy recognition methods are mainly classified into the following four categories according to the characteristics of the methods: (1) methods based on physical parameters, which are to recognize the ocean eddies' center and boundary by setting a specific threshold for one or some physical parameters. The most popular representative of physical parameter-based methods is Okubo-Weiss parameter method. In [5] , [6] , mixing the local mini-max method and the Okubo-Weiss parameter algorithm are used to determine eddies' center in case of the missed judgment, and then by setting a threshold to determine the boundary;
(2) geometry-based methods, which recognize by the spiral special structures of ocean eddies. In [4] , Dong et al. proposed an automated scheme based on the analysis of velocity fields derived from sea surface temperature (SST) measurements (thermal-wind velocity field). And also in [7] , closed curve is obtained by winding angle method (WA) to determine the boundary of eddies, and vector geometry features of eddies is presented to determine the center of eddies; (3) hybrid methods, which use both physical parameters and flow structures associated with eddies. From the above methods, it is not difficult to see that the recognition of ocean eddies requires parameter setting in most methods. As the ocean environment continues to change, the threshold setting method is subjective.
Recently, many machine learning (ML)-based methods have emerged. This type of methods usually designs low or high-level features and then uses ML to recognize ocean eddies. In [8] , Lguensat et al. presented EddyNet, a deep learning based architecture for automated eddy detection and classification from Sea Surface Height (SSH) maps. In [9] , the Okubo-Weiss algorithm is introduced to recognize eddies as a training set, and then convolutional neural networks (CNN) is joint to learn ocean eddies' features. Karimova S extracted dark patches of spiral patterns fitted by circles to automatic detect eddies in SAR images [10] .
B. MKL FOR FEATURE FUSION
In this section, we simply review some related works on MKL for feature fusion. More specifically, MKL was applied to feature fusion by integrating various features [17] - [24] . MKL can always converges quickly and find the optimal kernel combination as it can be wrapped around a regular SVM. In the literatures, many MKL methods have been used in object recognition and image classification. Varma and Babu [18] used MKL to fuse various kinds of image features and experimented on Caltech-101/256. Saleh et al. [19] introduce EasyMKL to fuse three types of descriptors for action recognition. Zhang et al. proposed an ensemble multiple kernel active learning framework that incorporates different types of features extracted from multisensory remote sensing data for robust classification [20] . Joutou and Yanai [23] employed MKL-based feature fusion method for food image recognition. In another literature [24] , He et al. proposed a novel feature fusion method named score-distribution MKL (SD-MKL) for image classification.
Due to the effectiveness, many MKL methods have also been favored in RS [25] - [29] . In [25] , a SAR target discrimination method is proposed based on Bag-of-Words (BoW) model with multiple low-level features fusion. Lang and Wu [26] proposed naive geometric features (NGFs) for ship classification, and utilized MKL to learn the NGFs combination weights. Faced with high-dimensional, heterogeneous RS image features, many researchers have improved MKL. In [27] , a novel multiple kernel learning (MKL) framework is proposed to integrate heterogeneous features from Landsat-8 and Sentinel-1A data effectively. Wang et al. proposed a discriminative multiple kernel learning (DMKL) method for spectral image classification [28] . The core idea of DMKL is to learn an optimal combined kernel from predefined basic kernels by maximizing separability in reproduction kernel Hilbert space. To deal with both linear and nonlinear features effectively, Li et al. proposed a new classification framework for multiple feature learning, which used the sparse MLR (SMLR) as the baseline classifier [29] . Zhao et al. proposed a weighted MKL classifier including the kernel projection and kernel weight learning parts, which was a decision fusion method to provide specific weighted features for each class boundaries [30] .
As can be seen from the above literatures, MKL is effectively employed in feature fusion. Most of MKL methods based on feature fusion are achieved by constructing basis kernels associated with different feature types (e.g., texture, shape, color and spectral) and then combining them. The optimal combination of the basis kernels can be defined by automatically assessing the importance of each feature [31] .
III. METHODS
In order to recognize eddies in SAR images automatically, we propose a method with multi-feature fusion based on MKL in SAR images. Different from [24] , SD-MKL proposed by He et al. uses weights which are learned from score curves as a constraint on the weights of kernels. Our method considers that different features are suitable for different kernels. Therefore, in the experimental process, we use SVM classifier to select the best performing kernel for each feature, and uses weights which are learned from MKL to linearly fuse different features and kernels. The flow chart of our method is shown in Fig. 1 . It can be mainly subdivided into four steps: (1) Data augmentation, we enlarge the SAR images by random clipping, scale transformation, and rotation transformation as the training dataset; (2) Feature extraction, GLCM texture, FD shape, and Harris corner features are extracted from SAR images; (3) Kernel selection, select the appropriate kernel for each feature type; (4) Features fusion, fuse the different kind features with a linear weighted fusion where the weights are trained by MKL; (5) Classifier, use SVM to recognize ocean eddies. A detailed description of the steps is presented in the following subsections. Before analyzing the proposed approach, some notations used in this paper are described in Table 1 briefly.
A. DATA AUGMENTATION
Due to the small ocean eddy data sets, data augmentation [32] is one of the most effective methods to enrich training data, avoid over-fitting of the model and enhance the generalization ability and robustness of the model. As we all know, adequate and diverse training data is the key of image recognition. Thus, in this paper, we use random clipping, scale and rotation transformation. In detail, for each image, we randomly clipped five images from the four corners and the center; we extended the scale of the image by 1∼5 times because of multi-scale characteristics of eddies; and we rotated each image at 30 • , 45 • , 90 • , 120 • and 135 • considering the continuous high-speed rotation of eddies.
B. FEATURE EXTRACTION
Feature extraction is the basis of image recognition [33] . Its effectiveness and robustness directly affect the accuracy of image recognition [34] . Extracting multiple kinds of features is necessary to well describe the characteristics of eddies. Because of these various disturbance factors, such as complex ocean environment, weather changes or equipment interference, extracting only one feature is insufficient to accurately recognize ocean eddies. Therefore, we extract features of eddies from the global and local aspects. In particular, we use GLCM to extract the global texture features of eddies, FD to extract the shape detailed features of ocean eddies, and Harris to detect the local salient corner point of eddies.
1) GLCM-BASED TEXTURE FEATURE EXTRACTION
Gray Level Co-occurrence Matrix (GLCM) [35] can extract comprehensive information of images in direction, interval, variation amplitude and speed. It is usually expressed in matrix form, defined as a co-occurrence matrix with the interval d in the direction θ:
where the meaning of Formula (1) is the probability that the pixel point (m, n) of the gradation value i and the pixel point (k, l) of the gradation value j appear simultaneously, where N is the number of pixel points, and p(i, j) is the probability of occurrence of the gradation value (i, j). However, GLCM does not directly provide features to distinguish texture. We use GLCM to extract the statistical properties used to quantitatively describe the texture features. In this paper, four unrelated texture properties are taken as features, respectively contrast, correlation, energy and homogeneity.
In the calculation of four statistical properties, this paper selects 0 • , 45 • , 90 • , 135 • as four directions, representing East-West, Northeast-Southwest, South-North, Southeast-Northwest respectively.
2) FD-BASED SHAPE FEATURE EXTRACTION
Fourier Descriptor (FD) [36] is the Fourier transform coefficient of the object shape boundary curve, which is the result of frequency domain analysis of the object boundary curve signal. According to the nature of the Fourier transform, FD is related to the scale, direction of the shape and the starting point position of the curve. So it is necessary to use normalized FD to recognize the spiral structure of ocean eddies.
Given an image, the edge has N pixels and the coordinates are z i = [x i , y i ], i = 0,1,2,. . . ,N − 1. According to the pixel, coordinates can be expressed to a variety of shapes, such as the curvature curve, the distance from each pixel to the centroid and complex coordinate function. The experimental results in [37] show that the performance of FD based on the distance from each pixel to the centroid is better than the performance of direct complex coordinates based on pixel points, boundary curvature function and the cumulative angle. Therefore, we introduce FD based on the distance from each pixel to the centroid [38] .
3) HARRIS-BASED CORNER EXTRACTION
Harris [39] is a kind of point feature extraction operator proposed by C. Harris and M. J. Stephens in 1988. The core of the algorithm is to use the local window to move on the image so as to determine the changes in gradation. Due to the simplicity and stability of Harris, Harris has been widely used in the field of computer vision. As we all know, the threshold is the only criterion for judging feature points when we use the Harris algorithm. However, the threshold usually needs to be manually adjusted, which depends on the attributes of the image (such as size, grayscale, etc.). In addition, Harris algorithm is more sensitive to noise. To these problems, we introduce the method of adaptive Harris corner detection algorithm based on b-spline function [40] which is proposed by Zhang and Ji.
C. MULTI-FEATURE FUSION METHOD BASED ON MKL
MKL are used to learn an optimal linear or non-linear combination of predefined kernels [31] . It has higher accuracy and better applicability for processing data with heterogeneous, large scale or irregular distribution information [41] . Nonlinear kernel based algorithms often result in high computational complexity, because non-linear kernel combinations typically require non-convex optimization algorithms. Thus, non-linear kernel combinations are less attractive for SAR images [42] . Given different features have different kernels, the weights trained by MKL will be different. What we need is to find an optimal linear combination of kernels and the weights. A linear combination function can be defined as:
where I i and I j denote the two samples for which their similarity is estimated. M is the number of the candidate basis kernels, and w m is the weight for the m th basis kernel.
According to Formula (2), the MKL problem is designed to simultaneously optimize both the combining weights w m and the solutions to original learning problem [43] . The method of MKL used in our paper is SimpleMKL, so MKL algorithm turns to solve the dual optimization problem under the SVM routine as follows:
where L i and L j denote the labels of the i th and j th sample. Especially, in our work, L∈{−1,1}. α is a vector composed of the Lagrange multipliers α i , C is the regularization parameter and w is the weight vector composed of {w m } M −1 m=0 . Different kernel functions are given in Table 2 , where α 1 is a coefficient, c is a constant and σ is the width parameter of functions, which controls the radial extent of functions. We classify different features by SVMs with different kernels, and select three best performing kernels to assign to three extracted features. Then introduce MKL to train the weight of each feature which mapped by respective kernels. Using G, F, and H to represent GLCM, FD and Harris feature respectively, the combined kernel which is a linear combination of trained weights and three selected kernels used in our paper is:
where w G , w F and w H are the weighs of GLCM, FD and Harris. k G , k F and k H are the kernels assigned to GLCM, FD and Harris. I Gi , I Fi and I Hi represent the eigenvectors of GLCM, FD, and Harris of the i th image, respectively. Finally, we use a SVM classifier with the combined kernel shows in Formula (4) to classify the fusion data set which obtained by the following algorithm.
The algorithm is as follows: wide mode with a width of over 400 km and 150 m × 150 m resolution. The ERS-2 can also work in the C-band with 30 m × 30 m resolution. The SAR images used in this experiment are in VV polarization mode, which is more suitable for studying currents and waves. The different resolutions of SAR images are more attractive to multiple scale ocean eddies.
In this paper, 408 ocean SAR images are used as the data set which contain ocean eddies, seawater and land. Some of the ocean eddy images are shown in Fig. 2 . Ocean eddies in SAR images. After the data augmentation, the data set is expanded to 408 × 15. Since image sizes range from 50 × 50 pixels to 300 × 300 pixels, we resize images to a specific size of 67 × 67 pixels to uniform the experiment, which is determined by selecting the dominant size in the statistical distribution of image sizes. What's more, the training dataset contains three classes, including ocean eddies, ocean water and land, which are labeled by 0, 1, and 2, respectively.
B. EXPERIMENTS SETUP
All the experiments were performed on PyCharm release on 64 bit Intel(R) Core(TM) i7-6700 CPU@3.40GHZ with 16 GB internal RAM. Before recognizing ocean eddies, we extract 16 GLCM features, 67 FD features and 4489 Harris features. In detail, 16 GLCM features refer to the contrast, correlation, energy and homogeneity of GLCM extracted from four directions; since each image size is uniformly set to 67 × 67 pixels, we extract 67 features after FD is normalized; Harris is extracted 67 × 67 (4489) high-dimensional features. For all the experiments, we selected SVM for all the MKL algorithms. This choice is done as SVM is one of popular widely used kernel-based classifier in RS due to both its theoretical properties and its proven empirical effectiveness on many different kinds of remote sensing(RS) data and application [17] . For MKL methods, our paper introduced the SimpleMKL due to its fast convergence and high efficiency. In the selection of kernel functions, we chose linear, polynomial, Gaussian, exponential, sigmoid and histogram intersection kernels (HIK) in our experiments.
To assess the performance of proposed method, we carried out four sets of experiments. In the first set of experiments, we compare the performance on three kinds of image features and their concatenation using SVM with different kernels. In the second set of experiments, we also compare the effects of different settings of SVM parameters on our method. In the third set, we compare the recognition accuracy of multifeature fusion under different weights. And in the last set of experiments, we evaluated the performance of MKL method on multi-feature fusion problems.
C. EXPERIMENTS RESULTS

1) THE PERFORMANCE OF SINGLE FEATURES AND MULTI-FEATURE FUSION
Multi-feature fusion can achieve better recognition accuracy due to the use of more information, and we implement a comparative experiment to verify this view. Since GLCM, FD and Harris are different features, for example, have distinct dimensions, we choose different kernels for each feature. Furthermore, the recognition results of SVM under different kernels will also be different. In order to find kernels that each of three features is suitable for, with 10-fold cross validation, we set 8 different kernels. The recognition results (accuracy ± variance)% of GLCM, FD and Harris and their concatenation are shown in Table 3 .
In Table 3 , GLCM, FD and Harris show different performance of recognition under the classification of SVM with different kernels. Among them, GLCM and FD show better performance than Harris. To further validate the effectiveness of GLCM, FD and Harris fusion, we set the experiments of GLCM and FD fusion. Interestingly, we find that under the kernel of linear, the recognition results of GLCM and FD fusion is better than that of GLCM, FD and Harris fusion. Due to the bad performance of Harris recognized by SVM with linear kernel and the high dimensions extracted by Harris, it can be seen from this that the linear kernel is not suitable for processing high dimensional feature set.
From the comparison of recognition accuracy of different kernels, the SVM based on sigmoid kernel has the worst recognition performance of (49.94±3.72)%. It seems that the sigmoid kernel does not fit these three features. And we can also see that radial basis function (Gaussian and exponential) and HIK are superior to other single kernel. Besides, from a single feature with different kernels, we found that both GLCM and FD achieved the best recognition accuracy in HIK, and Harris performed best in the exponential kernel. As we all know, HIK was first proposed to match the histogram of features to similarity and successfully applied to face recognition methods [44] . In view of our extracted high dimensional features, HIK is obviously very suitable for solving the problem of discriminant classification of disordered and variable-length vector sets. As shown as Table 3 , HIK is also applicable in ocean eddy recognition and achieved best accuracy of 85.06%.
It is obvious that the recognition results of GLCM, FD and Harris fusion get the highest accuracy of 85.06%, which is prior to that of each single feature and GLCM and FD fusion to some extent. It follows that to a certain extent, the recognition performance of multi-feature fusion is better than that of single feature recognition, and GLCM, FD and Harris we extracted can complement each other to describe eddy features well. In addition, from the above analysis, we can see that when using SVM for target recognition, the most suitable kernels for different features are not the same. From the experimental results in Table 3 , we can see GLCM and FD are suitable for HIK, while Harris is more suitable for exponential kernels.
From the above analysis, two conclusions can be drawn: 1) Multi-feature fusion of GLCM, FD and Harris recognition accuracy is higher than single feature recognition; 2) Different features are suitable for different kernels, GLCM and FD are suitable for HIK, Harris is more biased exponential kernels.
2) THE PERFORMANCE OF MULTI-FEATURE FUSION BASED ON MKL
In our paper, we propose a method of fusion strategy, which is GLCM, FD, and Harris are respectively mapped to their suitable kernels and then fused by MKL methods. In order to show the effectiveness of our fusion method based on MKL, we set up different MKL methods like SimpleMKL, EasyMKL, RMKL and AverageMKL to fuse GLCM, FD and Harris features. As we know from Table 3 , HIK, Gaussian and Exponential kernels have the good performance on dealing with GLCM, FD and Harris feature data. Therefore, we considered HIK, Gaussian and Exponential kernels in the following experiments. In Table 4 , we make comparisons on different MKL methods to test the effectiveness of MKL methods used in our paper. The performance comparison is done in terms of recognition accuracy and variance.
In Table 4 , different MKL methods show different performance. With our proposed strategy, the SimpleMKL method used in our paper has the best accuracy of 93.42% than other MKL methods. Besides, even without our fusion strategy, SimpleMKL can still get a better recognition accuracy of 86.34% than RMKL and AverageMKL. What interesting is that without the proposed strategy, an increase of 2.19% in the recognition rate is achieved by the method of SimpleMKL with Gaussian kernel than that with exponential kernel. Sufficient to see, Gaussian kernel has better performance of dealing with nonlinear kernel mapping. However, with our proposed strategy, our method based on SimpleMKL significantly gains a 4.29% accuracy increase than the method without fusion strategy which has an accuracy of 89.13%. It can be seen that SimpleMKL has obvious effects on improving the accuracy of eddy recognition and is applicable for eddy recognition based on SAR images.
For fusion strategy used in our adaptive fusion method, we set the following experiments: three features (GLCM, FD and Harris) fusion with or without the fusion strategy. As we can see in Fig. 3 , with our fusion strategy, our method has the highest accuracy of 93.42% compared with [16] , which is a simple serial fusion of three features. Although [16] shows the better performance than single features recognition, our method gains a 8.36% accuracy increase than [16] . It can be seen that our proposed fusion strategy based on MKL is effective for multiple features.
3) THE IMPACT OF SVM PARAMETERS ON RECOGNITION ACCURACY
During the above experiments, we found that the SVM parameters would also affect the results. To explore the impact of SVM parameters on the results and find the best recognition result, we compare the recognition results of our method with the different value of γ and C.
As we can see from Fig. 4 , the recognition accuracy of our method with different values of γ will be different. The entire distribution form presents a Normal distribution. When the gamma value is set to 0.25, the accuracy of our method is the highest, reaching 93.42%. And as the value of γ increases, the recognition accuracy of our method decreases. Interestingly, the recognition results are the same under different C values in Fig. 5 . As we all know, C as the regularization-loss trade off parameter helps the SVM optimization process to avoid misclassifying each training instance. In fact, C is always optimized during iteratively training by MKL. Even if the initial value of C is larger, the C value has no effect on the recognition result. Hence, in order to unify the experimental parameters, we set the value of γ to 0.25 and the value of C to 1 in the whole experiments.
4) THE IMPACT OF ADAPTIVE WEIGHTED FEATURE FUSION
It is well known that the weights of the features in the method are adaptively obtained by SimpleMKL, rather than setting fixed weights. To verify the rationality of the weights trained by MKL, we compare the recognition accuracy based on fixed weights and adaptive trained weights. In our method, due to randomness of ten-fold cross-validation, there are 10 different results in the experimental results and the number of iteration times will be different. Fig. 6 displays the weight changes of three features fused by kernels in a random cycle. In terms of the average weight distribution, after 7 iterations, the weights gradually converge from the first 1/3, 1/3, 1/3 to 0.27, 0.08, 0.65. According to the distribution of weights, five different sets of fixed weights are set. Table 5 reports the results obtained. The adaptive trained weights obtained by our method are rounded off to 0.27, 0.08 and 0.65, and has the best performance of (92.72±0.83)% compared with other methods. One can observe that the weight of exponential kernel matrix based on Harris is the largest, followed by the GLCM feature. However, if we enlarge the weight of kernel matrix based on Harris and GLCM to 0.7 and 0.3, the recognition accuracy is reduced by 3.14%, as can be seen from the recognition results of Test One. What's worse, even if the weights of the two kernel matrix (Harris-based and GLCM-based) are equal, the recognition accuracy is poor, which can be seen from Test two and Test four. Someone must be confused about the little weight of FD feature with HIK during the whole recognition process. In Test six, we removed FD feature, and retrained the experiment. We found that the final recognition accuracy of 90.50% is not as high as that of three features. It can be seen that FD feature with HIK does help the recognition of eddies to a certain extent. On the basis of the above results, one conclusion can be drawn: our proposed method does improve the accuracy of eddy recognition.
We use MKL to train the weights of three fused featurekernels. This proposed method not only avoids the tedious weight adjustment process of traditional method with fixed weights, which requires multiple set of experiments to choose the appropriate weights, but also makes weights only applicable to specific situation.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, adaptive weighted multi-feature fusion method based on MKL is proposed for ocean eddy recognition. Unlike existing artificial feature design or methods with unified threshold, our method can meet the accuracy requirement of complicated ocean environment. In addition, the existing artificial feature design methods ignore the weight relationship between multiple features. We then propose a new adaptive weighted fusion method, which joint texture, shape and corner features in MKL method. At the same time, given the difference between features, our method assigns a suitable kernel to each feature according to the performance of different kernels on eddy detection. And we obtain the trained weights through the SimpleMKL. In the choices of classifiers, we put the final fused data set into a SVM classifier with a combined kernel. The combined kernel is linearly combined with the trained weights and three selected kernels. Our method achieved the optimal accuracy of 93.42%. The experiments validate the effectiveness of our method and obtain the following conclusions. 1) The recognition accuracy of multi-feature fusion is superior to single feature recognition method significantly. 2) The adaptive weighted feature fusion method proposed in this paper is more effective for ocean eddy recognition in SAR images compared with the fixed weighted fusion method. Compared with the existing traditional methods of threshold settings, experimental results have proven that our proposed method avoids the influence of artificial subjective factors and reduces the uncertainty, which is more robust and general.
Although MKL has shown excellent performance in solving heterogeneous data, it has to be said that efficiency is the biggest bottleneck in the development of our method. First of all, in terms of space, the MKL algorithms require multiple kernel matrices to compute together due to the need to calculate the kernel combination coefficients corresponding to the respective kernel matrices. Since the features extracted in this paper have 4572 dimensions, the kernel matrixes will undoubtedly occupy a large memory space. Secondly, in terms of time, the SimpleMKL adopted in our paper has improved the traditional MKL, but still cannot effectively reduce the time complexity.
At present, most ocean eddy recognition studies focus on altimeter data. For SAR images, there are non-public and unified ocean eddy recognition datasets. And the recognition methods in SAR images still remain in the manual detection stage. Therefore, it is difficult to compare ocean eddy recognition results. In future, our work will further study ocean eddy detection method based on SAR images and address a deeper investigation on the recognition efficiency of our method.
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